
Wahttehhog News
Amalgamation with Intel...
The PowerPC architecture is lost. Intel Inside rules supremacy...

Steve Jobs has finally made the switched to Intel. He has also sold his 
other company, Pixar Animations, to Disney. Steve Jobs has converged 
with the enemy. However, I must shed some light upon this matter. 
Stevie’s new Intel OS X will obviously be written to be run only on Mac, 
although several people, including I, have managed to successfully hack 
and patch the Developer Kit version to run on Wintel computers. But 
think about the flip side... Microsoft hasn’t said anything against the 
installation of the Windows OS on the new Macs... Interesting.

IN OTHER NEWS
Pure Pwnage Episode 9 is available for 

download at www.purepwnage.com. Very 
funny, might I add.

Hopefully I will soon be releasing a 
Wahttehhog Compilation 2 video preview for 
review and critic. Ryan has finally come up 
with the new series’ name: “Sans-Cou"ette”.

       So far, I believe we have over 20 minutes 
or raw footage as well as somewhere around 
10 minutes of edited and polished video. As 
of right now there are no final voice 
sequences, and like Ryan mentioned on the 
blog, anyone who thinks their voice is good 
enough for voice-acting, talk to us.
    My Dad just bought a brand new fully-
loaded w/ GPS Toyota Hybrid Highlander.
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Recent Discoveries
I’m thinking about 

switching our entire filming 
operation over to real high 
resolution video quality. 
Reason being that in case we 
ever release our medias on 
DVD, it won’t seem fuzzy or 
blurry on high-def TVs and 
panels if we have a higher 
quality picture. Eventually, 
when I gather enough greens, 
I plan to buy a transcoder 
that will output high-
definition S-Video from the 
[by-then modded] Xbox 
directly into a S-Video 
adapter for the camera, which 
will stream straight into the 
FCP scratch disk (being the 
250GB LaCie drive).

To achieve even higher 
quality video, we could also 
use the Xbox 360 consoles 
for recording, which would 
have to be provided courtesy 
of Jon/Evan or Pete...

-Wahttehhog Admin (Matt)


